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"Undoubtedly, The Most Complete Book Of Its Kind!" Attention Ebay: This ebook is copyrighted to

subliminalebook.com. We have full copyrights and resell rights to this book. Any questions regarding the

resell rights or copyrights should be directed to info@subliminalebook.com. Thank you! Recently John, a

friend of mine approached me and asked me to convince the girl of his dreams what a good guy he was...

Do you have friends asking such silly questions? - Well, I do! - Rather than speaking to her, I introduced

John to the Subliminal Black Book! - Have you ever been in the position to put in a good word for

someone or possibly ask others to put in a good word for you? Now, With the Subliminal Black Book, You

can make your own subliminal messages to convey the messages you want to anyone you want! Imagine

having the power to change yourself, your family and friends both male and female... Imagine having the

ability to convey sweet messages to your loved ones without their slightest knowledge of your presence.

Some might say this is impossible, But others like myself, call this the Magic Of Subliminals! You can use

your subliminal messages to make your own Subliminal Cds, Tapes and MP3's - You can use your

subliminal's to lose weight, gain weight, find love, get the body you've always wanted with better body

building or use it for martial arts, better golf, better sex and much, much more! Let us introduce you to

your next best friend! Introducing, The Subliminal Black Book! Subliminal Black Book - Find Out

Everything You Wanted To Know About Subliminal Messages! This is the ONLY ebook or book on the

market that not only gives you complete instructions on how to produce Subliminal Messages with your

home computer but it also includes a full version, Sound Mixing & Recording Program! Subliminal

Messages are the best way to send messages to your subconscious mind! - It works on friends, family

and will certainly work on you! Our Subliminal Black Book will provide you with step-by-step, easy to

understand instructions on how it may be possible to make a "poor mans" subliminal cd, mp3 or

subliminal tape with nothing more than your computer! Our Subliminal Black Book will guide you

step-by-step on how to write your very own hidden subliminal affirmations - subliminal affirmations that

work! The Subliminal Handbook will not only give you the knowledge needed to produce subliminal

messages, but will provide you with FULL VERSION software that you can use to produce your very own
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subliminal messages absolutely FREE! No other subliminal ebook offers you Free Software to make your

subliminal messages! Subliminal Recording Program - Full Version Software! The Subliminal Black Book

Also Includes Exclusive Features Which Can Only Be Found Here!!! The most widely known subliminal

experiment involved flashing the phrases "drink more coke" and "I want popcorn" for just 100-milliseconds

in front of a movie audience almost 44 years ago in the 1950's. Nobody "saw" the messages, however

popcorn sales shot up 57.8 and coke sales skyrocketed over 18.1. Subliminal Black Book Contains,

Advertising For Web Sites! Webmasters and webstore owners, This is your dream come true! You will get

5 Subliminal Messages Compiled In Flash To Put In Your Websites These specially made messages,

have hidden "Order Now" affirmations! - You Will Also Get A Subliminal Script To Add To Your Website

this script even allows you to edit your hidden subliminal messages/affirmations! Subliminal Black Book

Contains, Advertising For Internet Auctions! - Attention Ebay and Yahoo Auction Sellers! This is a must!

You will get 12 Subliminal Messages Compiled In Flash To Put In Your Auctions That Have Hidden "Bid

Now" affirmations! You will also get the ebook titled, "NLP For Ebay" with resell rights absolutely FREE!

Subliminal Black Book Contains, The Subliminal Resell Package! This is absolutely awesome! Imagine

having a complete resell web site, complete with your own working affiliate program (Scripts Included!)

Website Templates for both Auction and Websites!. Not to mention it contains working IPAdsending

software which will allow you to advertise your Subliminal Black Book on computers around the world! -

Thats not all that comes with the Subliminal Black Book... You will also get free Website Submission

Software! The Subliminal Black Book Comes Complete! The Subliminal Black Book is known as the Bible

Of All The Subliminal Books! 1- FREE FULL VERSION music extraction software!, used to extract the

contents of any CD and turn it into a digital file on your computer to mix with your hidden messages. 2-

FREE FULL VERSION audio mixing software!. 3- FREE sound mask & sources for every sound effect

that exists. You can truly create any kind of listening experience you want! 4- You Get Step-by-Step

directions on how to instruct verbal commands that work every time on friends, family and yourself! 5-

You Will Get Step-by-Step directions on how to record the verbal instructions at a subliminal level to be

used in your subliminal message. 6- You Will Get Step-by-Step directions on how to mix the subliminals

under the sound mask. 7- You Will Get Step-by-Step directions on how to export to MP3, WAV, or other

file formats. 10- You Will Learn The Difference Between Commercial And Home Made Subliminals! 10-

You Will Learn Where To Get FREE sound mask! 11- You Will Get FREE binaural beats and tones to add



to your subliminals! The Subliminal Black Book includes full resell rights! We provide you with your own

turnkey website template like this one which will allow you to sell the Subliminal Handbook on your own

website or through various internet auctions such as ebay and yahoo! - You keep all the profit! - You can

even give it away as a gift or as a freebie to people that visit your website! - Imagine the traffic you would

generate to your site giving this awesome package away! - But what turnkey website would be complete

without having an affiliate script which would allow others to sell your Subliminal Black Book? - This

ebook includes a fully functional affiliate script that will allow you to set up your own affiliate program as

well! Unlike other ebook sellers on the internet offering information on how to produce subliminal

messages with (Shareware program that you will eventually have to pay $300+ for in order to produce

subliminal messages)- Our Subliminal Black Book - Contains FREE, Full Functioning SOFTWARE which

you can use and keep forever absolutely FREE! Compare other Books On Subliminals! First, Ask yourself

if they include resell rights? - Second, Do they include "full version" recording software or do they give

you a link to download what they call "Free" which is really "shareware" that you have to purchase in

order to us? Third, Do they give you all the tools that the Subliminal Black Book does? -- Go ahead &

Look around and ask questions! We can make this statement because we are 100 certain that you will

find your way back to this site! (Besides, If you see anyone producing a subliminal toolbar outside

subliminal-toolbar.com, you should contact subliminal-toolbarand report them!) Look What Others Have

Said About The Subliminal Black Book! I have purchased other books on the market which stated that

they could teach me how to make a subliminal message, But the Subliminal Black Book is the most

advanced information on the subliminal subject! - The full version recording software contained in the

ebook was well worth the cost of the ebook! - I don't know how to begin thanking you..... Thanks, Ed

Denny - NC Dear Sir/Madam, In the past, I purchased other subliminal ebooks on the market and paid

anywhere from $19.95 to $79 for each ebook. I was quickly disappointed after spending that kind of

money to find out that I had to spend even more money on additional software in order to actually make a

subliminal message! - When I saw your Subliminal Black Book, I thought, Why not give it a try? - If I didn't

like it, I could always sell it as it contained full resale rights as stated in your add. I purchased this ebook

and thought "wow" this is ebook is awesome - It is easy and finally I found something that is complete and

works! - Thank you & Best Wishes!!! Danny Roark NC Hello! - I didn't really purchase the ebook to learn

how to make subliminal mp3s or anything. I ordered it because of the Subliminal Toolbar. I had gained



weight during the winter months and wanted to take it off by summer. I was skeptical at first but now I am

a believer! - The Subliminal Toolbar was great! Ive now lost a total of 23 lbs and lack 3 getting down to

my idea weight! Thank you so much! Susan, Atlanta GA Hey Dude! - This ebook is the real deal! - Mario,

San Pedro Sula, HN You would could expect to pay $79, $99 or more for this much How to make

subliminal messages ebook. However, for a limited time, Get Your Copy Of The Subliminal Black Book

for only $9.95! Be the first to get this years hottest ebook!
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